Kari Gran Limited Edition Lip Whip in
Radiant ♥

Happy Friday ♥
I was so lucky to get the slip on this new release from Kari Gran – a limited edition Lip Whip they’ve come
out with recently called Radiant which was created in honor of the pantone color of the year – Radiant Orchid.
If you’re unfamiliar with Kari Gran Skincare products, you can check out my past review on them
– here – and learn more about their lovely naturally simple products and the incredible founder’s
story.
Having previously tried their original Lip Whip, I was psyched to add another to my collection
because they are LOVELY to care for lips! Hydrating, softening, protective, and really surprisingly
pretty on the lips, these Lip Whips are amazing for keeping chapped lips at bay. They leave a slight
gloss and subtle color on the lips and are quite thick, but not sticky at all.

All lip whips are formulated with a nourishing base of organic plant oils (slightly vary from each lip
whip), nutrient rich essential oils, and non-GMO vitamin E sourced from sunflowers. The lovely tint in
their tinted versions, including Radiant, are created using natural mica powders, carmine and
titanium dioxide.
Their new Radiant Lip Whip is no different from their original Lip Whips and yet, somehow, worlds
apart. It has a very similar consistency and smell (minty fresh peppermint mmm!), but the color,
though almost imperceptible, makes all the difference. I actually feel like my lips look fuller, softer,
shinier (gloss effect but not overwhelming), and just prettier than normal.

{ My Lips Wearing Radiant Lip Whip }
These are available as of today and include a wonderfully ingenious lip brush applicator that retracts
and keeps the brush clean when it’s not in use. You need the smallest amount (like tiny) to cover
your entire lip area and get the effect so this will last you ages.
They look brilliant, taste brilliant, smell amazing & work wonders on your lips.
You can get your own at $30 for a limited time – HERE ♥

